They Don’t Stay This Tiny For Long
Welcome and
congratulations.
Newborn photography is
such a precious keepsake
to cherish now and also
to look back on in years
to come. I love nothing
more than capturing your
gorgeous little baby and
all their perfect features
just as they are. That is
why my signature style is
natural and simplistic. My
studio is in Ellon
Aberdeenshire and I
have created a lovely
space that is also child
friendly for older siblings
with a garden, toys and a
T.V to keep little ones
entertained. We usually
try to complete a
newborn session within
the first month after your
baby is born, ideally
within 21 days. We take
an note of your due date
and all you need to do is
get in touch when your
baby arrives to schedule
in your session. Sessions
usually last around 2-3
hours but there is no time limit on newborn sessions we just go with the flow with lots of
time for feeding and settling.

Tiny fingers and tiny toes

I have completed extensive training with world-renowned photographers in this
field. I am a proud commended member of BANPAS (baby and newborn
photography association) and I follow their code of conduct for handling babies
safely.
I have a selection of minimalistic shots that I like to get including baby, parents,
sibling and family, you can also bring your dog. After that you can choose some of
the other options that are available including dark or coloured textures and
backdrops. The photo shoot is a time for you to sit back and relax, all the set ups
are natural and comfortable for your baby.

Make yourself at home
If you have anything that you would like photographed with your baby I am happy
to include these in some of the images to make them unique to you. Ensure to
bring plenty of milk if you are bottle-feeding and we have facilities in the studio
such as changing table and kettle. I also have unopened dummy’s, even if you don’t
plan on using one they can come in handy if need be just for the few hours. Feel
free to bring along a packed lunch and please make yourself at home and help
yourself to all the snacks and hot drinks available.

What to wear?
Simplicity is key if you want timeless images. I would stick to neutral colours if
possible, White and grey work best and comfort over formal clothing is also
recommended. Dogs are welcome in the studio. Photographing fur babies with
their tiny humans has become something that I love and will always put your babies
safety first when setting up shots like these.

Baby Bump
I also do maternity photography, I adore my own baby bump photos, its such a
special time to capture. I offer a great bump to baby package deal detailed in the
pricing or you can opt for a bump only session for £275 that includes all the images.
I recommend this takes place between 30 and 36 weeks of pregnancy and offer
both outdoor and studio style images at my studio in Ellon.

Newborn Price List

The packages below all include the full gallery of digital images, there are no hidden costs.
Simply pay a booking fee of £150 and this is then deducted from your final balance.
If you choose your package and pay the remainder balance within 7 days of viewing your
images then you will receive a gift of 50 thankyou cards designed with a selection of your
beautiful images to give to your loved ones. All returning clients receive a 10% discount.
Simplicity - £550
2-4-hour session that includes all the digital images in high resolution in a downloadable
online gallery.
My Baby - £650
2-4-hour session that includes all the digital images in high resolution in a downloadable
online gallery.
The package includes 5 of your favourite images printed as 10x8” fine art mounted prints in
a beautiful folio box. Great for gifts or to keep for yourself.
Family Album - £750
2-4-hour session that includes all the digital images in high resolution in a downloadable
online gallery and a beautiful 12 x 8” luxury album.
Baby Boom - £1000
2-4-hour session that includes all the digital images in high resolution in a downloadable
online gallery and the 12 x 8” luxury album and a large 24 by 24” collage frame.
Baby Art - £1400
2-4-hour session that includes all the digital images in high resolution in a downloadable
online gallery. A 12 x 8” luxury album and 3 framed square 16 x 16” framed fine art canvas
wraps that look great next to each other hung on a wall.
Mini sessions - £300
These are also available for baby only images in my signature minimalistic style. These are
for a 30 minute session and include all the digital images.

Package Deals – Watch them Grow

Bump to Baby Package – £750
This package includes a maternity photo shoot and a new born photo shoot when your little
one arrives. All the images from each session will be included digitally. A booking fee of
£150 is required with 1 instalment of £300 to be paid after the maternity session and the
remainder balance can be paid at the time of the final photo shoot.
Baby to Sitter package - £750
This package includes a new born photo shoot and a sitter session when your baby is
around 6-9 months of age. All the images from each session will be included digitally. A
booking fee of £150 is required with 1 instalment of £300 to be paid after the new born
session and the remainder balance can be paid at the time of the final photo shoot.
Baby and film package - £750
This package includes a newborn photo shoot and then a lifestyle film and photography
session in your own home from between 6 month to 1 year. All images are included from
each session plus a 3 minute film from the lifestyle session. A booking fee of £150 is
required with 1 instalment of £300 to be paid after the newborn session and the remainder
balance can be paid at the time of the final lifestyle session.
Baby, Baby Package - £1100
This package includes a new born photo shoot, 6-9-month sitter shoot and 1 year photo
shoot, capturing your baby’s first year with 3 photo shoots and all images from each session
included digitally. A booking fee of £150 is required with 1 instalment of £350 to be paid
after for the first photo shoot with an instalment of £300 to be paid at the 6-month photo
shoot and the remainder balance can be paid at the time of the final photo shoot.
Mini Milestones Package - £1400
This package consists of 4 photo shoots, a maternity, new born, 6-9-month sitter shoot and
1 year photo shoot to really capture you and your baby’s journey in the first year. With all
images from each session included digitally. A booking fee of £150 is required with 1
instalment of £300 to be paid after the first photos shoot and then £350 at the second and
£300 and the third and also final session.

Extras

Fine Art Mounted Prints Boxed
Fine art quality prints retain tonality and hue on archival paper that ensures longevity in a
ready to frame mount
5 x 10x8 - £180
Thank you cards
Images chosen by you, cards designed by me
50 - £100
Luxury Album
12 x 8” album with 20 hardback pages and can include all images from the session
£280.00
High Quality Wall Displays
Framed canvas fine art, choice of black or white wood frame – 12 x10” - £150
Framed canvas fine art, choice of black or white wood frame– 16x16” - £200
Framed canvas fine art, choice of black or white wood frame - 30 x 24” - £350
Canvas fine art wrap – 16 x 16” - £165
Canvas fine art wrap – 20 x 16” - £189
Canvas fine art wrap – 30 x 24” - £299
Collage Frame, choice of grey or white wood frame– 24 x24” (9 square images) - £280
10 x 8” box frame, white or black - £90
16 x 12” box frame, white or black - £110
20 x 16” box frame, white or black - £160
24 x 20” box frame, white or black - £190

Terms and conditions

The booking fee is due at the time of booking and is non-refundable should you decide to cancel
but rescheduling or postponing and using the booking fee towards a different type of session is
allowed.
The minimum package fee must be met. Once you receive the link and password to your online
gallery you have 7 days to place an order and pay the remainder balance to receive the gift of a 50
thank you cards. This does not apply to package deals but you can purchase the thank you cards
with a 20% discount. If orders are not placed within 30 days of the gallery being delivered then the
images will be archived. Orders can still be placed at a later date but this will incur a retrieval fee of
£100.
The photographer, Hayley Hadden, copyrights all images. It is illegal to scan, copy or reproduce the
images in anyway unless you have received written permission from Hayley Hadden.
When purchasing digital images they will be provided in high resolution once the order is placed and
paid for. Licence will be granted for print and personal use on the images. Any commercial use is
prohibited. Digital images are delivered via a downloadable link.
Hayley Fraser Photography will often use images for display and advertisement, if you make the
photographer aware of objections to using the images on the website, social networking pages or
any other publication Hayley will be happy to keep images private.
Package deals are non-negotiable and offered at a reduced rate. Should you decide to cancel
subsequent photo shoots from within the package deal you will be liable to pay the difference in cost
for any single photo shoot and images you received.
Hayley Fraser Photography cannot guarantee specific delivery times on product orders. By making a
booking with Hayley Fraser Photography you agree to the stated terms and conditions.

